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Expert opinion – WATER HARMONIZER W 100 der HI Energy Serie  IPC Europe UG 
 

 

Authorized summary 

to the BESA project 

WATER HARMONISER W 100 der Hi Energy Serie  
 

The BESA tests carried out by IFVBESA on behalf of IPC Europe UG on the energetic and 

physical effectiveness of WATER HARMONIZER W 100 from the "HI Energy" product series 

clearly showed in the activated state that WATER HARMONIZER W 100 is capable of 

producing significant energizing (energy-increasing) effects. The BESA tests performed on 

the energized water showed significant improvements in the measuring circuit as well as a 

few minutes after drinking the energized water compared to the basic test. 

All BESA tests were carried out according to the requirements for the BESA projects or 

according to the manual for the BESA seal of approval and the BESA concept. 
 

results:  

Although the test person was within existing technical interference fields during the BESA 

testing, a significant energy increase into the optimal measuring range was determined at 

all body measuring points, independent of the strength of the interference fields. 

The measurement data as well as their key figures impressively underpin, on the one hand, 

the stresses that arise from the environment on our drinking water and thus also on the 

human organism and, on the other hand, how after introducing the WATER HARMONIZER 

W 100 into the drinking water, the water was energized and the water structure was 

transformed into a body-immanent and biocompatible information substance for humans. 

This energization can be an important condition for healthy cell activity, oxygen uptake and 

functional detoxification. The energetic regulation dynamics of the test person developed 

into the optimal effective range. 

This can be seen particularly clearly in the measured values between BESA tests before and 

after. All measured values improved significantly into the optimal regulation range for 

humans. 

Here, one can clearly speak of a significant improvement of the body's own energy 

situation in the sense of IFVBESA. 

 

Due to the positive results of the bioenergetic effect of the tested product 

WATER HARMONIZER W 100 of the HI Energy series, the requirements for the 

receipt of the BESA seal of approval to the company IPC Europe UG by the 

International Professional Association for BESA were fulfilled. 
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